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Energy gaps and oscillator strengths of ultrasmall Si 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001�, Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001�, and
5�100��5�010��Nz�001� quantum boxes �QBs� passivated by hydrogen are calculated and compared with those
of Si quantum spheres. Although the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB suggests an effect of weaker �two-dimensional�
quantum confinement than the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB, the former exhibits a larger energy gap than the
latter. This is not explained by the quantum-confinement model alone but by an effect of quasialloying between
H and Si on the highest occupied molecular orbital level, which is sensitive to the shape of the ultrasmall Si
QBs and can contribute to the widening of the energy gap. It is found that the oscillator strength calculated for
the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� and the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QBs is well controlled by �two-dimensional� quantum
confinement whereas that for the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001�, QB is not. The latter is explained by the occurrence of
a H-related surface state at the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital level, which is also sensitive to the shape
of the QBs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A highly advanced technology in today’s microelectronics
is based on Si. Unfortunately, Si is an indirect band-gap
�1.13 eV� semiconductor and therefore cannot be used di-
rectly in optical devices. If Si-based light-emitting devices
are realized, it is highly expected that optoelectronics mono-
lithically integrated by using conventional Si processing
steps established on Si substrates is developed. Thus, the
light-emitting components made up of Si are essentially
needed. For the purpose of engineering the Si band gap, so
far, a variety of approaches have been taken based on re-
duced dimensionality inducing quantum-confinement effects,
including porous Si,1 nanocrystalline Si,2 Si nanowires,3

Si/Ge alloy or superlattices,4 and Si /SiO2 superlattices.5 Re-
cently, a different approach has also been proposed based on
superlattices composed of two ultrathin Si films with differ-
ent thicknesses.6

In the past, Si nanocrystals in porous Si and in a matrix of
oxides have been of great interest.1,2 As is well known, Si
nanocrystals passivated with hydrogen are contained in as-
prepared porous Si, which exhibit enhanced photolumines-
cence �PL� spectra in the visible.1 The observation of blue-
shifts in the peak energy of PL has been explained by the
widely used quantum-confinement model. However, various
surface-sensitive emission processes observed in as-prepared
porous Si cannot be explained by the quantum-confinement
model alone.1 The true mechanism remains unsolved. In the-
oretical aspects, so far, studies on Si nanocrystals have fo-
cused on quantum spheres, though porous Si should contain
nanocrystals with various shapes. Theoretical works on the
dependence of the electronic and optical properties of Si
nanocrystals on the shape have been reported previously.7,8

However, all calculated results reported there have been dis-
cussed by using the quantum-confinement model alone.

In this paper, the electronic structure of three types of
ultrasmall Si quantum boxes �QBs� passivated with hydrogen
is calculated and compared with that of Si quantum spheres.

The present theoretical study focuses on a correlation of the
highest occupied molecular orbital �HOMO� and lowest un-
occupied molecular orbital �LUMO� levels with hydrogen. It
is shown that hydrogen can be more closely involved in the
electronic and optical properties of the QBs than expected,
and that calculated properties cannot be explained solely by
the quantum-confinement model. More specifically, it is
found that, in addition to a quantum-confinement effect, an
effect of quasialloying between H and Si on the HOMO
level, which is sensitive to the shape of the ultrasmall Si
QBs, can contribute significantly to the widening of the en-
ergy gap, and that the oscillator strength is not always con-
trolled by quantum confinement but is sensitive to whether
the LUMO level is, depending on the shape of the QBs,
bulklike or surfacelike in nature.

II. MODEL AND CALCULATIONS

There are two types of geometry for Si quantum spheres
studied: one with a central atom and the other with a tetra-
hedral interstitial at the center. Specifically, Si quantum
spheres studied are constructed by starting with a central Si
atom or a tetrahedral interstitial at the center, and sequen-
tially adding its nearest-neighbor shells of Si atoms up to the
13th one. Dangling bonds occurring on the surface are pas-
sivated with hydrogen atoms along the tetrahedral bond di-
rections. For example, the Si29�H36� and Si191�H148� quantum
spheres have a configuration with a central Si atom while the
Si30�H40� and Si196�H144� quantum spheres a configuration
with a tetrahedral interstitial at the center. The Si29�H36� and
Si30�H40� spheres are of �1 nm in diameter and the
Si191�H148� and Si196�H144� spheres are of �2 nm in diam-
eter.

On the other hand, we study three types of Si QBs. One is
referred to as a 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB with �100� planes
on the surface. Here, 5�100�, 5�010�, and Nz�001� �Nz
=5,7 ,9 , . . .� stand for the number of Si monolayers along the
�100�, �010�, and �001� directions, respectively. Other two
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are referred to as 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� and Nx�11̄0��5�110�

�5�001� QBs with �11̄0�, �110�, and �001� planes on the sur-
face, where Nx�11̄0� �Nx=5,7 ,9 , . . .� and 5�110� denote the

number of Si monolayers along the �11̄0� and �110� direc-
tions, respectively.

Figure 1 shows a top view of the atomic configuration for
�a� the 5�11̄0��5�110��7�001� QB, each side of which is �2a �a
is the lattice constant� along the �001� plane and �b� the
5�100��5�010��7�001� QB �each side is a�, as viewed along
the �001� direction. The atomic configuration for the
Si29�H36� sphere is shown in Fig. 1�c� for the sake of com-
parison. Figure 1�d� schematically illustrates a three-
dimensional structure of the 5�100��5�010��5�001� QB for
clarity. Hydrogen atoms passivating the resulting dangling
bonds are not shown in Fig. 1 for simplicity. The 5�100�
�5�010��Nz�001� QB �Nz=5,7 ,9 , . . .�, for example, is con-

structed by sequentially adding Si atoms along the �001̄�
direction as follows. One starts with the 5�100��5�010�
�5�001� QB shown in Fig. 1�d�, and then puts four and two Si
atoms on the sixth and seventh monolayer exactly below the

Si atoms labeled 2 and 3 in Fig. 1�b�, respectively, thereby
creating a 5�100��5�010��7�001� QB. Next, one can produce a
5�100��5�010��9�001� QB by adding five and two Si atoms on
the eighth and ninth monolayer exactly below the Si atoms
labeled 4 and 5 in Fig. 1�b�, respectively.

Electronic state calculations are performed using the ex-
tended Hückel-type nonorthogonal tight-binding �EHNTB�
method.9 In the EHNTB scheme, all distant-neighbor nonor-
thogonal overlap and energy integrals between atomic orbit-
als �simulated by Slater-type atomic orbitals� centered on
each atom in a nanocrystal are explicitly calculated up to the
sixth-nearest neighbors. The EHNTB parameters associated
with Si were so adjusted that the calculated band structure
agrees with other sophisticated calculations and experiment
to the fullest possible extent. In particular, special care was
given to the quantitatively precise reproduction of the con-
duction and valence bands across the Brillouin zone by the
EHNTB method, thereby enabling one to study the optical
properties of Si nanostructures. The interaction parameters
between Si and H and between H and H were determined by
fitting calculated H-related �bonding and antibonding� sur-
face states to experimental data on the H-covered Si�111�
surface, which was most intensively studied. The band struc-
ture of bulk Si and the EHNTB parameters thus determined
are given in Ref. 9. For studying the energy gap between the
HOMO and LUMO levels in Si nanocrystals, it is noted that
the EHNTB scheme does not give any energy-gap problem
such as that in density functional theory �DFT� because the
parameters are adjusted in the EHNTB scheme while no pa-
rameters are adjusted within the DFT framework.

In the EHNTB scheme, usually, relaxation is not explic-
itly given to atomic coordinates. Instead, we can use a rea-
sonable relaxed structure determined by first-principles cal-
culations in literature. Specifically, a first-principles
calculation has determined the relaxed Si-Si and Si-H
lengths for the ultrasmall Si29H36 quantum sphere, including
every effect due to relaxation.10 The values determined for
the relaxed Si-Si and Si-H lengths are 2.352 Å and 1.500 Å,
respectively. These values are used for the present EHNTB
calculations. It is noted that the values determined for the
relaxed bonds are only slightly �0.08% and 1.3%� larger than
2.35 Å and 1.48 Å that are for the Si bulk and a covalent
Si-H bond, respectively, even for a Si nanocrystal as small as
the Si29�H36� sphere. Also, other first-principles calculations
for Si nanocrystals passivated with hydrogen have shown
that relaxation introduces only several percent change �ex-
pansion or contraction� in the Si-Si length even in the excited
state.11,12 Thus, we can say that the introduction of relaxation
does not give a significantly large change to the atomic co-
ordinates in Si nanocrystals, as suggested by these first-
principles calculations.10–12

In Fig. 1, the atomic configurations of the �a� 5�11̄0�
�5�110��7�001� QB, �b� 5�100��5�010��7�001� QB, and �c�
Si29�H36� sphere are illustrated, for the purpose of showing
that these three nanocrystals are roughly on a similar size
level. While the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB is smaller by two
Si monolayers than the Si29�H36� sphere along the �100� and
�010� directions, the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB is the same in
size as the Si29�H36� sphere along the 	110
 directions.
Therefore, it would be reasonable to apply the same bond
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic plan �along the �001� plane� of
the Si-atom configuration for the �a� 5�11̄0��5�110��7�001� quantum
box �QB�, each side of which is �2a �a is the lattice constant� along
the �001� surface, �b� 5�100��5�010��7�001� QB, each side of which
is a, and �c� Si29�H36� sphere, as viewed along the �001� direction,
and �d� three-dimensional illustration of the 5�100��5�010��5�001�
QB. Silicon atoms contained in a QB are denoted by solid circles.
The dotted circles denote the Si atoms at their bulk positions out-
side the QB under study. The size of a circle indicates the proximity
of that atom to the �001� surface. A number given to each Si atom

denotes the atomic layer in which it lies along the �001̄� direction.
The Si atoms denoted by the smaller dotted circles labeled 5, 6, and
7 lies exactly below the ones labeled 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Hydrogen atoms saturating dangling bonds are not shown for
simplicity.
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lengths as the ones determined for the Si29�H36� sphere to the
QBs as well as the quantum spheres studied here.

With the aim of analyzing the nature of HOMO and
LUMO states, the orbital density of states �ODOS� for or-
bital i at energy � is calculated by giving each energy level a
Gaussian broadening with a half width ��� of 0.05 eV,13

Di��� =
2

���
�

n

Cin�
j

CjnSij
n exp�−

�� − �n�2

�2  , �1�

where �n is the nth eigenvalue �MO energy� of the system,
Cin’s the MO coefficients, and Sij

n the overlap integral be-
tween the ith and jth orbitals in the nth MO.

The oscillator strength f for transitions between HOMO
and LUMO states is calculated by the following equation:14

f =
2

3mEg
	�H�p��L
2, �2�

where Eg is the energy gap between the HOMO and LUMO
states, m the electron mass, and 	�H�p��L
 is the momentum
matrix element between the HOMO and LUMO states for
unpolarized light, which is, in the EHNTB scheme, calcu-
lated directly from a linear combination of momentum ma-
trix elements between atomic orbitals simulated by Slater-
type atomic orbitals. When some almost degenerate states
occur at the HOMO or LUMO level, we average the oscil-
lator strength over those degenerate states �to within kTroom
=26 meV�. The radiative lifetime � is calculated from the
oscillator strength f ,14

1

�
=

ke2Eg
2f

2��0mc3�2 , �3�

where k is the refractive index �k=2.6 for a Si
nanocrystallite15�, e the electronic charge, �0 the electric per-
mittivity of free space, and c the speed of light.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Energy gap

The calculated energy gaps are shown in Fig. 2 as a func-
tion of the number of Si atoms for three types of QBs under
study: 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001�, Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001�, and
5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QBs, in comparison with the energy
gaps calculated for the quantum spheres. We can see the
overall size dependence of the energy gaps, as expected from
the quantum-confinement model. It is found that for a
smaller number of Si atoms, the energy gap is not sensitive
to the shape while for a larger number of Si atoms, the en-
ergy gap is determined by two-dimensional quantum con-
finement perpendicular to the �001� direction for the 5�11̄0�
�5�110��Nz�001� and 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QBs, and to the

�11̄0� direction for the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB. On the
other hand, the energy gap for the quantum spheres is con-
trolled by three-dimensional quantum confinement for all
number of Si atoms studied. Therefore, we can say that for
the nanocrystals with Si atoms as many as 100 and more, we
can expect that the QBs give a larger energy gap than the
spheres.

Figure 3 represents the cross sections along the �001�
plane for the �a� 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� and �b� 5�100�
�5�010��Nz�001� QBs, and �c� the cross section along the

�11̄0� plane for the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB. It is reason-
able that the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB gives the largest en-
ergy gap determined by two-dimensional quantum confine-
ment, reflecting the smallest cross section. However, the
5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB exhibits a larger energy gap than
the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB. This is strange because the
cross section of the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB is evidently
larger than that of the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB, as shown in
Fig. 3, suggesting a weaker effect of two-dimensional quan-
tum confinement in the former QB. Obviously, this needs
some physical explanation other than the one based on the
quantum-confinement model.

Actually, the variation in the energy gap with the increase
in the number of Si atoms contained arises mostly from the
downward energy shift of the HOMO level for all Si nano-
crystals studied here because the LUMO energies are not
very sensitive to the variation in the number of Si atoms
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Calculated energy gaps between the
HOMO and LUMO levels as a function of the number of Si atoms
contained in the QBs and quantum spheres studied. The dashed
curve denotes a line determined by the method of least squares for
the quantum spheres.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Cross sections along the �001� plane for
the �a� 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� and �b� 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QBs,

and �c� cross section along the �11̄0� plane for the Nx�11̄0��5�110�
�5�001� QB.
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contained. The reason for the latter is as follows: at first, it is
noted that H passivation of Si nanocrystals not only elimi-
nates dangling-bond states out of the energy gap between the
HOMO and LUMO levels but also forms a surface barrier
for confining electrons and holes. A quantum-confinement
effect in Si nanocrystals or a blueshift in energy gap should
be based on the action of H-Si bonds as a surface barrier. The
formation of the surface barrier is ascribed to the bonding-
antibonding splitting of the H-Si bonds around the energy
gap. The larger the splitting is, the more significant the con-
finement of carriers is. The H-Si bonding-antibonding split-
ting can be regarded as tantamount to a vacuum barrier when
it is sufficiently large. On the other hand, the peak of the
density of Si-H antibonding states produced by the formation
of H-Si bonds on the Si surface occurs around 1.2 eV above
the conduction-band minimum or 2.3–2.4 eV above the
valence-band maximum �VBM� of the infinite Si bulk.9

Those Si-H antibonding states, which act as a surface barrier
for electrons at the LUMO level of a Si nanocrystal, can mix
more or less with the LUMO level because of a large upward
energy shift in the latter due to quantum confinement. As a
result, the function of the H-Si antibonding states as a sur-
face barrier can fall down. The resulting decline of the action
of the H-Si antibonding states as a surface barrier for elec-
trons would lead to a pinning of the LUMO energies with
respect to the variation in the number of Si atoms contained.

The size dependence of the energy shift of the HOMO
level �lowering of the HOMO energy� from the bulk VBM is
shown in Fig. 4 for all Si nanocrystals studied. We can see
that the HOMO energies are, on the whole, controlled by
quantum-confinement effects, and that the HOMO energies
of the QBs are well controlled by two-dimensional quantum
confinement for the larger number of Si atoms contained.
The HOMO level in the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB exhibits
the largest energy shift, reflecting the smallest cross section
along the �001� plane. On the other hand, the HOMO energy
for the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB is lower than that for the
Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB, which is responsible for the wider

energy gap in the former, as mentioned above. The problem
here is why this additional shift �lowering� in the HOMO
energy happens to the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB, despite the
fact that its larger cross section suggests a weaker effect of
two-dimensional quantum confinement.

The relation in the HOMO energy between the 5�11̄0�
�5�110��Nz�001� and Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QBs is explained
by the orbital character of the HOMO level. Figure 5 shows
the ODOS for Si and H near the HOMO level calculated for
the �a� 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� and �b� 19�11̄0��5�110��5�001�
QBs. Here, the ODOS for Si demonstrates the orbital �s- or
p-like� character of the Si states. These QBs have been se-
lected for the convenience of comparison because they have
almost the same number of Si atoms contained �NSi=116 for
the 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� QB and NSi=115 for the 19�11̄0�
�5�110��5�001� QB�. As seen in Fig. 5, the HOMO level of
the 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� QB is composed of p-like states
with some amount of s-like Si and H states while that of the
19�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB is somewhat higher in energy and
has little amount of s-like Si and H states but almost pure
p-like states of Si. Evidently, it is the H passivation that
introduces some amount of H contribution into the HOMO
level of the 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� QB. The H contribution
induces the Si s component into the HOMO level, as shown
in Fig. 5�a�, which would in turn reduce the size of p-p
interactions in the QB. As is generally known, the p-p inter-
actions control the energy around the VBM in the Si bulk �or
the HOMO level in Si nanocrystals�. More specifically, the
stronger the p-p interactions are, the higher the energy of the
VBM �or the HOMO level� is. Thus, the introduction of the
Si s component into the HOMO level through the H passi-
vation reduces the size of p-p interactions, downshifting the
HOMO energy �widening the energy gap� in the 5�11̄0�
�5�110��19�001� QB, as shown in Fig. 5�a�.

After all, H passivation of a Si nanocrystal would make a
core-Si atom �not bonded to H� as well as a Si atom bonded
to H distinctly different from bulk Si. In other words, H
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orbitals permeate into Si and correlate significantly with Si
states through interactions between hydride units and Si at-
oms. The correlation could not be limited in the surface re-
gion where Si atoms are bonded to H atoms, going deeply
into core-Si atoms. As mentioned above, this correlation re-
sults in inducing the s component into the HOMO level and
reducing the size of Si p-p interactions, downshifting the
HOMO energy. This effect should be more pronounced in
smaller Si nanocrystals, where the number of Si atoms
bonded to H is much larger than that of core-Si atoms. Thus,
H passivation not only eliminates dangling-bond states out of
the energy gap but also significantly influences the character
of the HOMO state and thereby contributes to the widening
of the energy gap. We tentatively refer to the above-
mentioned effect of H passivation on the electronic structure
as a quasialloying effect in this paper because this effect
would be analogous to an alloying effect observed in a bi-
nary alloy,16 by which the character of a binary alloy AB is
made different from that of the component A and/or that of
the component B.

As stated above, we can expect the quasialloying effect to
be more pronounced, when the ratio of the number of Si
atoms bonded to H to that of the core-Si atoms contained is
higher. Actually, the number of H atoms bonded to the
19�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB �NH=128� is somewhat larger than
that bonded to the 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� QB �NH=112�, as
shown in Fig. 5. As is well known, however, when termi-
nated by hydrogen, the �110� planes of Si form monohy-
drides �Si-H bonds� while the �100� planes form dihydrides
�Si-H2 bonds�. Therefore, a considerable amount of H atoms
bonded to the 19�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB form dihydrides on
the two elongated �001� surfaces of the QB, resulting in a
larger number of remaining core-Si atoms contained. This in
turn indicates a weaker quasialloying effect on the HOMO
level. In fact, the H passivation gives little amount of H
contribution to the HOMO level of the 19�11̄0��5�110�
�5�001� QB, as shown in Fig. 5�b�. As a result, the HOMO
energy of the 19�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB would be deter-
mined mainly by a quantum-confinement effect. On the other
hand, the HOMO energy of the 5�11̄0��5�110��19�001� QB is
downshifted by a quasialloying effect in addition to a
quantum-confinement effect. In this sense, we can say that a
quasialloying effect on the HOMO level is sensitive to the
shape of the QBs.

We can compare the calculated energy shift in the HOMO
level with an experimental observation in porous Si, because,
as is well known, Si nanocrystals in as-prepared porous Si
are passivated with hydrogen.1 Energy shifts in the HOMO
and LUMO levels have been measured by photoemission
and x-ray absorption spectroscopy in porous Si, which has
clarified that the HOMO shift from the bulk is about twice as
large as the LUMO shift.17 However, the recent semiempir-
ical tight-binding calculations for Si nanocrystals and nano-
wires passivated with hydrogen, which have discussed the
size dependence of energy gaps on the basis of the quantum-
confinement model, have shown that calculated energy shifts
of the HOMO level �valence-band edge� from the bulk are
smaller than those of the LUMO level �conduction-band
edge� at a small radius of the nanocrystal or nanowire,8 in
disagreement with the measurement in porous Si.17 It is

likely that this discrepancy has been caused by strengthening
the H-Si bonds �by assuming very large interactions between
H and Si atoms� for removing dangling-bond states out of
the energy gap.18 Strengthening of the H-Si bonds leads to a
very large H-Si bonding-antibonding splitting and thus their
function as a surface barrier is enhanced, and then, carriers at
the HOMO and LUMO levels are well confined.16 Thus, it
would be obvious that the larger HOMO shift observed in
porous Si �Ref. 17� cannot be explained solely by the
quantum-confinement model. On the other hand, the addi-
tional energy shift due to a quasialloying effect on the
HOMO level, as stated above, could qualitatively explain the
larger HOMO shift observed in porous Si.

B. Oscillator strength and lifetime

Figure 6 shows the calculated oscillator strength for opti-
cal transitions across the energy gap between the HOMO and
LUMO states in the Si QBs and quantum spheres studied as
a function of the number of Si atoms contained. We see an
overall trend expected from the quantum-confinement model
in which the oscillator strength should decrease monotoni-
cally with an increase in the number of Si atoms �or the QB
size�. We find that the oscillator strength calculated for the
Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB is somewhat larger than that for
the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB. Obviously, the oscillator
strengths for both QBs are mainly controlled by two-
dimensional quantum confinement and slowly decrease with
the increase in the number of Si atoms. On the other hand,
the oscillator strength calculated for the 5�100��5�010�
�Nz�001� QB does not seem to be controlled by two-
dimensional quantum confinement along the �100� and �010�
directions but sharply decreases with the increase in the
number of Si atoms along the �001� direction. The reason for
this trend is as follows: the calculations show that while the
LUMO states in both the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� and 5�11̄0�
�5�110��Nz�001� QBs are mostly bulklike �delocalized�, the
LUMO state in the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB is somewhat
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Calculated oscillator strengths across the
energy gap as a function of the number of Si atoms contained in the
QBs and quantum spheres studied.
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lower in energy and has a more surfacelike nature. In other
words, effects of penetration of a LUMO wave function out-
side the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB are significant. This sur-
facelike nature of the LUMO state arises from the heavy
mixing of the LUMO level with the Si-H antibonding states
�due to interhydride interactions13�, as stated above. Thus,
the LUMO level in the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB is associ-
ated closely with hydrogen on the surface. As a result, elec-
trons at the H-related LUMO state in this QB are not well
confined in the QB but localized on the surface, failing to
contribute to the oscillator strength.

We observe a large scatter in the oscillator strength calcu-
lated for the quantum spheres in Fig. 6. The reason for this is
as follows: the oscillator strength or transition probability is
generally sensitive to the symmetry of both HOMO and
LUMO states, which in turn depends on the geometry of the
nanocrystals including the granularity of the surface. Most of
Si atoms in an ultrasmall sphere are on or near the surface
and would be largely affected by possible surface effects.
Also, interatomic interactions between H atoms through the
underlying Si atoms can be reflected in the wild variance in
the oscillator strength. Furthermore, three-dimensional quan-
tum confinement expected for the quantum spheres under
such an ultrasmall size regime as in the range of Si atoms up
to as many as 200 can significantly alter the lowest
conduction-band states of Si and thus make the electronic
structure of the LUMO level very intricate. Thus, we can say
that the large scatter in the oscillator strength reflects sensi-
tivity to the detailed structure of the surface as well as the
symmetry of the quantum spheres.

Figure 7 shows the calculated radiative lifetimes as a
function of photon energy �energy gap�, for the convenience
of comparison with experiment. It is found that the transi-
tions are mostly dipole allowed and the lifetimes are less
than �100 �s, which are of the same order of magnitude as
those measured in PL from light-emitting porous Si and Si
nanocrystals embedded in SiO2.19–22

Judging from the fact that the Si 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001�
and Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QBs studied here present the en-
ergy gaps around 3.3 eV �in a blue light regime� with the
lifetime of less than 1 �s, we can say that these QBs studied
have some potential to emit blue light.

Finally, it is noted that the sensitivity of the electronic
structure of the QBs studied here to the choice of the
EHNTB parameters used �including relaxation of the atomic
coordinates or bond lengths� has been tested, and the char-
acteristic features of the HOMO and LUMO levels are not so
sensitive to the choice of the EHNTB parameters used, at

least qualitatively, but persist for a reasonable range of the
parameters.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The electronic structure of the Si 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001�,
Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001�, and 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QBs passi-
vated with hydrogen has been calculated by the EHNTB
method and compared with that of the quantum spheres. It
has been emphasized that the electronic structure of the Si
QBs passivated with hydrogen cannot be explained by the
widely used quantum-confinement model alone.

Although the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB suggests an effect
of weaker �two-dimensional� quantum confinement than the
Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB, the former exhibits a larger en-
ergy gap than the latter. This has been explained by a qua-
sialloying effect on the HOMO level, which has been found
to be sensitive to the shape of the QBs. The oscillator
strength calculated for the Nx�11̄0��5�110��5�001� QB is larger
than that for the 5�11̄0��5�110��Nz�001� QB, as expected from
the quantum-confinement model. In contrast, the oscillator
strength calculated for the 5�100��5�010��Nz�001� QB is not
well controlled by two-dimensional quantum confinement
along the �100� and �010� directions but decreases sharply
with an increase in the number of Si atoms. The latter has
been explained by the occurrence of a H-related surface state
at the LUMO level, which is also sensitive to the shape of
the QBs.
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